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TECHNICAL SPEC S.
GREEN RO OF
The sustainable, secure, modular and easy-to-install
solution for flat or inclined green roofs.
ºF

Principal
Benefits

Promotes
biodiversity

Reduces
pollution

Insulates
buildings

Cultivates
well-being

Through plants that
generate a unique and
healthy ecosystem

Filters pollutants
released by urban
traffic

Lowers the maximum
temperature of green
roofs by up to 27ºF

Moderates sudden
changes of temperature
and ambient humidity

System components

Green roof, garden
and soil all in one
The Espora module can be used as a raised floor,
thanks to its strength and the design which permits the
installation of tiles in the green area, creating rest
areas or walkways on top of the green roof.
The irrigation system built into the Espora system
reduces the need for maintenance. Watering can be
regulated by sections to create different p lantings:
extensive cover, lawn, urban garden, etc.

1. Planting: Espora is suitable for a wide variety of plants,
depending on the needs and functions required for the roof:
grass, groundcover, natural meadow, perennials, edible greens,
etc.
2. Substrate: Espora accepts different commercial formulas of
substrate as required by the type of planting selected. Depth
from 5cm.
3. Most suitable irrigation systems: 1. Buried drip irrigation.
Pipes of 16 mm, with self-regulated flow droppers placed every
30 cm (4 droppers per module are sufficient for maintaining the
moisture of the entire substrate). 2. Sprinklers: can be installed
with hoses located below the Espora module and outflow to the
surface at predesigned points.
4. Geotextile plate: The bottom of the air sacs of the Espora
module includes pieces of geotextile plates that separate the
substrate from water deposits.
5. Expanded clay gravel: Fills the water deposits and makes
water available to the roots of plants through the geotextile plate.
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6. Espora Module: A piece made of recycled high impact
polypropylene. Measurements: L/W/H: 60 x 30 x 10 cm
(23,6 x 18,8 x 3,9 in). Water deposits. Openings for water
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runoff in the base. Lateral openings for ventilation of the
substrate. Adequate exterior space for placing pipelines
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before or after the installation of the green roof.
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Installation right on the roof
Espora modules are installed directly on top of
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an existing roof, requiring no extra waterproofing.
Fast installation.
No specialized installers required.
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Option of installing pipelines (electrical or similar)
underneath the Espora system after it is installed.
No anti-root plate required to protect the existing roof.
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Space
for channels

Diversity of Espora roofs
• For a walkable meadow, coverage with sod rolls is recommended,
selecting for the most adaptable species that require the least
maintenance (low frequency of mowing, low watering needs). In
the most heavily trafficked areas, a raised roof with tiles can be
installed.
• For a non-walkable extensive green coverage, groundcover
planting is recommended: Sedum sp. is an excellent option for
its attractive appearance and low maintenance (only occasional
irrigation is required).
• For a naturalized meadow, mixed plantings adapted to local
conditions (lichens and flowers) that offer biodiversity and
seasonal beauty. The flowering period can be extended with
timely watering. Walkways formed by tiles set on top of the
Espora module offer a high quality sensory experience in the
heart of the city.
• For a vegetable garden, short-rooted vegetables can be planted
directly in the Espora module (a mix of leaf vegetables for salads:
varieties of lettuce, arugula, spinach, lamb’s lettuce, etc.) or Metro
Huerto bags of cultivated vegetables, available in different sizes,
may be set on top of the modules (www.metrohuerto.com)

Groundcover

Vegetable
gardens

Meadows

Perennials

Technical specifications and per formance
E SP ORA MODULE

105mm
4,13 in

COMPLETE SYSTEM

50mm
1,96 in

600mm
23,62 in

50mm
1,96 in

300mm
11,81 in

55mm
2,16 in

Dimensions

Weight, dry: 12 kg/m2 (22,12 lbs/yd2)
Weight, saturated with water: 65kg/m2 (119,8 lbs/yd2

Material: Made 100%
from recycled high
impact polypropylene
copolymer.

Flexibility: The system for linking the pieces of the module
allows adaptation to the irregularities of the roof (90º of
concavity and 12º in convexity).

Water retention in cells: 3.60 l/m2 (0,79 gln/yd2)
Resistance per m2: > 1500 kg/m2 (2765 lbs/yd2)

Drainage and aeration system: Lateral openings for aeration
of the substrate and drainage apertures in the base of the
module prevent waterlogging of the substrate.

Drainage
apertures
Aeration
openings for
the substrate

Adjustment between modules: System of clips on
the upper edge.

Irrigation system adjustment: Facilitates installation by
overcoming the curvature of the pipes.
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Installation on top of the roof
Installation at any time of the year.
Standard waterproofing and drainage of the green roof
is adequate to guarantee waterproofing. As Espora is a
raised fixture that allows for drainage below its modules,
it does not create the risk of dampness on the roof.
The clip linkage arrangement guarantees stability of the
system on flat and inclined roofs.
The trays can be cut manually to adjust to the roof
dimensions.

The flexibility of the Espora modules allows them to
adapt to irregularities in the surfaces of roofs and still
preserve evenly distributed humidity throughout the
installation. The integrated irrigation system prevents
the water from moving through the substrate and
collecting at the bottom of a slope. By the same token,
elevated areas are not left dry. This avoids a common
problem in green roofs in which, over time, some areas
of vegetation become withered.

INSTALLATION 1,2,3:

On a flat roof, modules without plants can be
reserved to be covered by tiles, creating walkways or

1. Installation of modules and adjustments among them.

rest areas.

3. Filling with substrate and plantings or laying of plant
coverage (sod rolls or sedum).

Construction detail
Horizontal roof*

2. Installation of irrigation pipelines and adjustments.

Adaptability to curved surfaces

* Possibility of raised floor
(tile walkway)

Oblique angle of up to 12º

Sloped roof

Storage
Delivery in European pallets: Each pallet (L/
W/H 1200x800x100cm/3048x2032x254 inches)
can hold up to 340 units of Espora modules
with 507lb in weight (incl the weight of the
pallet)
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